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March 27: March Gladness. And Rocky 
 

Year of the Wolverines?  
 

Keeping current with my Alma Mater - Class of 1990 – I witnessed live the Fab Five. 
 

Go Blue! University of Michigan in Final 4! 
 

Hail to the Victors! 
 

Meanwhile, Maryland March Madness  
 

For one weekend in March, the tiny commuter school from Baltimore known for its 
academics and championship-winning chess team captured the hearts of the college 
basketball world and beyond. UMBC Retrievers became the first No. 16 seed to knock off 
a No. 1 in March Madness, a victory over Virginia that made the Retrievers the ultimate 
Cinderella. 
 

https://www.ncaa.com/news/basketball-men/article/2018-03-19/umbcs-march-madness-
fairytale-ends-memories-will-last-forever 

 

 

https://www.ncaa.com/news/basketball-men/article/2018-03-19/umbcs-march-madness-fairytale-ends-memories-will-last-forever
https://www.ncaa.com/news/basketball-men/article/2018-03-19/umbcs-march-madness-fairytale-ends-memories-will-last-forever
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2018 US Senate: Year of the (Bull) Dog 
 

Souvenir from my 30th High School Re-union in September 2016. 

 
George W Hewlett High School Bulldog 

 
Just like the UMBC Retrievers, I expect my friend and INDEPENDENT Neal Simon, former Hewlett 
High School Bulldog President, will pull off a big upset against party-line incumbent Democrat, Ben 
Cardin for U.S. Senate in Maryland! 
 

DONATIONS WELCOME – NO OBLIGATION 
 

nealsimon.com 
 

@nealjsimon #simon4senate @uniteamerica 
 

 
 

Friends: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Niu9Zmrx0p8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Niu9Zmrx0p8&feature=youtu.be
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Lithium April Fool’s?  
 

…Those still listening to Morgan Stanley.   
 
I presented in March 5 Lithium-ion Bull numerous takedowns of their “Lithium Price Crashing 45% 
to $7,000 by 2021!” 
 
One addition from a long-time proven creator of lithium equity value: 

 
“Not only did they use or perhaps misuse the CORFO pronouncement- the most egregious 
mistake. But also buried in the report they actually had the audacity to say that lots of new brine 
and spodumene production from China is coming as well. They justify this highly questionable 
position by saying they talked to some Chinese producers who told them so. Those same dudes 
have been saying this for a decade with essentially zero output. Perhaps due to terrible 
chemistry, though my guess is that these little punks are unaware of chemistry and this long 
history of ridiculous Chinese projections of brine from Tibet plateau.  
 
Take a look and pop their little asses on that as well!!! Such crap. My only question is if they are 
doing bidding for short interests. At least then they would not seem so dense. If they really 
believe this crap then, well, they are hopeless!!!!” 

 

The Lithium Spot and Global Lithium podcast add further color to “WTF, Morgan Stanley?” 
 

https://thelithiumspot.com/2018/03/08/our-response-to-morgan-stanleys-lithium-research/ 
 

http://lithiumpodcast.com 
 

  

https://thelithiumspot.com/2018/03/08/our-response-to-morgan-stanleys-lithium-research/
http://lithiumpodcast.com/
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History Repeat, Part 1 
 

October 2016. Bernstein Research: The Big Short 
 
In last month’s Morgan Stanley hubbub, a good friend asked me to send the October 2016 
Bernstein “Big Short” which he read for the first time. His response: 
 

“Wow -- Bernstein wrote the battery bible (Feb'16 "LiBs will have 5y CAGR of 19%, 11% EV 
penetration by 2025") but Paul Gait had completely lost the plot by October of the same year.  
 
Gait wrote "WoodMackenzie and Roskill expects demand to grow at a CAGR of ~6.3-6.4% by 
2025...  The rechargeable battery sector overall is forecast to grow by nearly 11% per annum 
through 2025, tripling its 2015 size. This follows an annual growth of 18% on average during the 
2010-to-2015-period." 
 
Roskill numbers from that period were widely known to be overly pessimistic. 
 
Gait will be right of course -- a great supply wave is coming at some point. But he was worried 
about a technology shock to the supply curve (SiLeach, Tenova Bateman, etc), not plain old 
spodumene.  
 
Gait continues to be highly theoretical: 
 
He contrasts Schumpeterian rents, the excess returns earned over a period of time by those 
whose innovations lead to technological progress, against Ricardian rents, which accrue simply 
by virtue of possession of the most productive assets within any given technological framework.  
 
In the mining space, the competition is too high that savings from Schumpeterian rents just get 
passed down the supply chain, benefiting none of the miners.  His example of how SXEW affected 
copper company profits is a very good case study in economics.  But he has been on the wrong 
side of the lithium trade for 2.5 years!   Maybe “Professor Gait” should teach economics rather 
than write equity research.  
 
 I'll still read his recent stuff with keen interest, but The Lithium-ion Bull is right to call his 
numbers "Air Supply."   Gait will be right that ultimately lithium supply should catch up, given 
the excess profits enjoyed by the miners today. But no certainty of that and not soon. Those 
producing or soon to produce with low cost projects will experience superior margins and 
generated substantial cash flow.” 
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History Repeat, Part 2 
 
In March 2017 and for many months thereafter, Lithium equity land felt confused and tepid. 
Valuations were meaningfully lower, but still falling.  Deutsche Wodgina Monster. Financing 
overhangs at Pilbara, Altura, Nemaska. Early ramps/skepticism at Mt. Cattlin, Mt. Marion.  
 
It lasted through the summer. 
 
I repeat: 2018 – The Song Remains The Same. Lost hearing from Morgan Stanley Air Supply Noise 
Pollution could linger. We could have several more months of Sideways. Lower liquidity. Perhaps 
some dead money.   
 

Great Movie: Sideways:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pqbz8yojxBY 
 

“It’s Déjà Vu all over again” – Yogi Berra… 
 

…within a 10-15 year Vujà Dé Lithium Megatrend. 
 
By September, I suspect, we’ll be Lithium Bull again for many months.  But it could happen sooner. 
Or later. But it will happen sooner or later. Unless US Politics or Geopolitics ruin the party…~33% 
chance. 
 
Galaxy recently signed off-take contracts for Mt Cattlin production for 5 years.  Noting that pricing 
has been stronger in 2H, they intentionally picked that the annual renegotiation will be in 4Q, when 
lithium prices have been most firm. 

 
--- 

 
What’s the upside catalyst by September?  Hard to say for sure. But one of several things I’m 
betting on is Philadelphia Freedom.  
 
More on that below. 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pqbz8yojxBY
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Don’t Tell Me I Didn’t Tell You So 
 
In the October 30, 2017 Lithium-ion Bull, Maturing on Optimism – a seeming life-time, five short 
months ago - I predicted 2018 should be a year of Consolidation. And that a 20-30% correction was 
likely. And it was conceivable ALB would get pummeled. 
 

http://libull.com/Oct-30-Maturing-on-Optimism.pdf 
 

 

 
 
 

Timing is everything, isn’t it? 
 

I didn’t expect it so soon. 
 

Velocitility requires quick reflexes. 

http://libull.com/Oct-30-Maturing-on-Optimism.pdf
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ZZ Top 
 
At Beer O’clock at the Duxton Hotel in Perth in February, while paying RESPECT and talking Lithium 
Bull, I learned of one lithium luminary’s affinity for Red Bearded Rockers.   
 
Which made me think of these two new nicknames to describe his Emerging Producer: 

 
Cheap Sunglasses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKKJV0Aiiv0 

 

 
 

(with) Legs:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUDcTLaWJuo 
 

--- 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKKJV0Aiiv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUDcTLaWJuo
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Two Years Old:  Happy Anniversary LAC/SQM 
 
On March 28, 2016, Lithium Americas announced an investment and JV with SQM. Great news!  
LAC stock fell that day. Two years later, LAC stock price is (split adjusted) 3-4X higher. 
 

 
 

https://www.bnn.ca/video/lithium-americas-joint-venture-with-sqm-for-project-in-
argentina~1341262 

 
--- 

 
Last fall I compared Lithium Americas’ Lithium Nevada asset to Lynyrd Skynrd’s Freebird.  
 
Didn’t think we’d so soon be singing again Tom Petty:  
 

Free Fallin’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lWJXDG2i0A 
 

Last of the Street Survivors  
Farewell Tour  
Summer 2018 

 
Sweet Home Nevada? 

Lithium NV PFS Coming Soon 
 

https://www.bnn.ca/video/lithium-americas-joint-venture-with-sqm-for-project-in-argentina~1341262
https://www.bnn.ca/video/lithium-americas-joint-venture-with-sqm-for-project-in-argentina~1341262
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lWJXDG2i0A
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2018: Year of the BIG SYNDICATED PUBLIC EQUITY RAISE 
 Lithium and Battery Equities 

 
 

Congratulations Cobalt 27 - $200M Bought Deal and Clean TeQ - $150M Global Placement 
 

Cobalt Price is Rising Faster than Lithium Price 
 

Commodity Investing 101:  Commodity Equities follow Commodity Prices 
 

Q1 2018: #cobalt is the new lithium 
 

Q4 2018: #lithium is the old lithium 
 
 
Big SUPPLY of high-quality stock to meet strong DEMAND for pure-play lithium battery thematic: 
 

• CATL $2B at $20B valuation.  China Securities and Goldman Sachs lead manager. 

• Ganfeng: $1B+ Citi Lead Manager 

• FMC: $500M+ Lead Manager? 

• Nemaska? 

• Bacanora? 
 
 

Could some Lithium equity weakness be explained by perception of too much supply of above 
equity raises?  
 
And perhaps SQM (Nutrien) overhang as well? 
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Spring Time Warmth in Chile? 
 
Chilean politics remains important to understanding the lithium market.  
 
I’m still rooting for Nutrien’s 32% stake to be sold via broadly marketed institutional placement.  
 
But with the Pinera government signaling they will take any and all bids from the Chinese, I can’t 
help but think there should be M&A valuation upside speculation, considering Tianqi offered $72 in 
November, 50% from current trading.  I’m surprised SQM didn’t rebound as the Pinera government 
swiftly responded to unemployed Tax Man @EduardoBitran’s “complaint” against Tianqi.  
 
Cesar Perez at BTG Pactuel – “today’s developments are positive for the sale of SQM – and we 
expect the sale to be a competitive one.” 
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Building vs Buying 
 

I’m backtracking a bit on my Consolidation prediction in 2018. When I think true Consolidation, I 
think of two of the Big 6 merging.  Or a Big 6 buying an Emerging Producer. Or Two Emerging 
Producers merging – to create more $3-5+B market cap pure-play lithium vehicles and some $20B+ 
players. 
 
CATL and North American Lithium is not Consolidation as I think of it, but vertical integration. 
Secure consistent, continuous supply so you’re not at the whim of an Oligopoly. 
 
I’m less confident the “Deals Bonanza” Bloomberg wrote about – Big M&A -- will come to fruition 
this year. Though Nutrien’s 32% in SQM is a wildcard. Even if Tianqi buys 32% of SQM – a big if as 
$4-5B is a lot of cash to lease a flagship asset for 12 years – it’s not clear what influence they’ll have 
from a traditional corporate governance perspective.  The geopolitics of China/Chile for lithium and 
other metals like copper  is an interesting one to watch, given Chile’s warm relationship with the 
United States. 
 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-20/the-lithium-sector-surge-is-
poised-to-ignite-a-bonanza-for-deals 

 
Consolidation will certainly feature over the next 3-7 years as the lithium market matures. The 
industry is still very young and immature – a teenager embarking on a major growth spurt. 
 
What is clear from Q4 conference calls and Market Outlook and Operational updates provided by 
the “Big 3” ALB, SQM and FMC (the only stocks that matter from the perspective of the vast 
majority of the USA investing public who can’t see beyond an NYSE or NASDAQ listed stock), is that 
the majors are focused on executing ambitious capex plans – ALB (33%) and SQM (25%) explicitly 
say they must grow “aggressively” just to maintain market share. Tianqi too. And principally jfrom 
their existing customers and through announced organic growth projects.  
 
I’m not sure the majors currently have bandwidth for big acquisitions. 

--- 
Knowledgeable lithium investors have moved beyond Air Supply theories.  

 
Talk to someone who understands the unique value proposition of Kidman Resources – best in 
class asset, partner and lithium refinery strategy in world class jurisdiction – trading near 52-week 
highs.  Spectacular 54% increase in resource to ~189mt of 1.5% Li2O.    

 https://wcsecure.weblink.com.au/pdf/KDR/01963105.pdf 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-20/the-lithium-sector-surge-is-poised-to-ignite-a-bonanza-for-deals
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-20/the-lithium-sector-surge-is-poised-to-ignite-a-bonanza-for-deals
https://wcsecure.weblink.com.au/pdf/KDR/01963105.pdf
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Equity Animal Spirits 
 
What’s dominated lithium equity trading more than anything the last few weeks has been broader 
market volatility. The economic backdrop has been very favorable – unemployment down, wages 
rising, increased labor participation. The “Wealth Effect” combined with plentiful jobs continues to 
lift animal spirits. 
 
But equity scars remain… 
 

Americans still have not fallen back in love with stocks – Reuters 
 

https://reut.rs/2HFuEsP 
 

 In 401(k) retirement plans, investors now hold an average of 52.4 percent in equity-only funds, 
down from the 64.7 percent they held in 2007, according to Fidelity. 
 

 
 
…which shows how early we are in this up cycle.  
 
Over the next 2-5 years there’s substantial room for equity allocations to grow to 2007 levels and 
hence continued funds flows should support public equity markets. And with long time horizons, 
self-directed investors at E-Trade will happily tick the “growth” and “aggressive growth” boxes as 
their investment objective on their application. And perhaps even “speculate”. 
 

Heard on Sirius XM - Fox News Radio – passive-aggressive commercial suggesting it’s a good 
time to refinance mortgage, lock in rate now before they go up. “Tap into your home equity 
to get some cash to pay off higher credit card debt, student or auto loan. Or, to buy the 
bitcoin dip” – true story. 

 
  

https://reut.rs/2HFuEsP
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So if the economy’s great, why the global equity market jitters?   
 

US Politics + Geopolitics = Increased Risk Premia 
 
 

 
 

US & Them 
 

High Beta plays hit harder:  
 

Bitcoin 
 

Cannibas 
 

Lithium 
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Political Bull 
 

Xi Jinping – For Life…  
…so long as the skies turn blue again 

 
Battery Arms Race 

 
Trade Wars 

 
Russia, Russia, Russia 

 
Facebook/Cambridge Analytica 

 
Vladimir Putin – For Life 

 
Nuclear Arms Race 

 
North Korea May Summit  
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The Apprentice Presidency – You’re Fired! 
 

1980s: How Donald Trump Created Donald Trump | NBC News: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FLo14GMYos 

 
--- 

 
No More Yellen - New Fed Chief Powell raising rates 

 
Larry (Reaganomics) Kudlow – CNBC Commentator 

 
John (Neo-con Hawk) Bolton – Fox News Contributor 

 
US mid-term elections could fundamentally alter the current market-bullish Trump Economic 
Agenda (trade policy, excluded). Peggy Noonan  had some good thoughts on the Pennsylvania 
election in which a 33-year-old “Democrat” ran on Donald Trump’s platform. And reminded us 
what’s still wrong with Hillary Clinton and her disdain for traditional blue collar Democratic voters. 
 

http://www.peggynoonan.com/deliverance-from-hillary-clinton/ 
 

--- 
 

And Uber’s Self-Driving Death may lead some to re-think RethinkX 
 

https://www.rethinkx.com 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FLo14GMYos
http://www.peggynoonan.com/deliverance-from-hillary-clinton/
https://www.rethinkx.com/
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Philadelphia Freedom 
 

In 1980, virtually the entire world’s lithium production came from North Carolina. Lithium 
Corporation of America, today’s FMC, was a player. 
 
Whenever I drive to the Piedmont Lithium Project and pass by the FMC Lithium Processing Facility, 
I think of FMC as a Charlotte, NC headquartered company, like Albemarle’s Charlotte headquarters. 
Or Bank of America. Or Duke Energy.  Or a dozen other Made Great in America Companies.  
 
But FMC’s Lithium HQ is actually in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  
 
Which got me thinking about the City of Brotherly Love, home of Wharton Business School, 
Trump’s alma mater. 
 
In 1980 when FMC was a top 3 lithium company in the world, and no one cared, Elton John 
performed in Central Park, New York.  In the second half 2018, I believe US equity markets will be 
singing the same about FMC Lithium: 
 

Philadelphia Freedom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuVUOIEvDc8 
 

“I used to be a rolling (pegmatite) stone 
You know… 

 
..Oh, Philadelphia freedom, shine on me, I love you… 

 
Shine the light, 

through the eyes of the ones left behind… 
 

Philadelphia Freedom, I love you.  
 

Yes I do. 
--- 

Johnny B Goode 
 

Like Lithium Corporation of America back in the day, Piedmont Lithium seeks to bring back Critical 
Minerals to North Carolina:  plain vanilla, hard rock spodumene mining and carbonate/hydroxide 
processing.  
 
And like FMC, ALB, SQM and LAC, Piedmont should soon offer scarcity value as one of only a few pure-
play lithium plays in a fully SEC Registered, easily tradeable stock on US equity markets, after filing a 20-
F last week. 
 

#Back to the Future Lithium  
 

1985: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=57&v=S1i5coU-0_Q 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuVUOIEvDc8
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Rocky 
 

In 1976, the Oscars awarded Best Picture to Sylvester Stallone’s epic American Dream underdog 
story.  Rocky Balboa, from working class Philadelphia.  
 
His Southpaw was a strength: Hydroxide. 
 
Bum vision in one eye, a weakness: Low carb(onate) diet. 
 
FMC used to be a top 3 player. By some accounts, they’re now in 6th Place. An underdog. From 
Philadelphia. You wouldn’t know it, though, from their punchy presentation. 

 
I suggested at the BMO Conference in Florida that FMC’s CFO looked like the FMC Lithium CEO. 
FMC announced as much shortly thereafter with Paul Graves, and Gilberto Antoniazzi as CFO of the 
spinoff management team. 

 
http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=117919&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2337288 

 
Is FMC Rocky? 

 
Is Paul Graves Sly Stallone? 

 
Training for a Hot IPO 

 

 
 

Gonna Fly Now:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I33u_EHLI3w 
 

WORTH WATCHING! 
 

Award Winning Rocky Theme Song! 
 

Great Motivational Video! 

http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=117919&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2337288
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I33u_EHLI3w
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Paul Graves has a great resume. Managing Director, Global Head of Chemicals banking at Goldman 
Sachs - 12 years. 5+ years operations experience at FMC.  Understands capital markets. Growth-
focused. 
 
I see a fighter, like Rocky Balboa. Smarter though. More refined. 
 

 
 
Philadelphia, as it happens, is home to the Super Bowl Champion Eagles.  
 

 
 

 
FMC has indicated it is undertaking a proper IPO process in US markets. $500M.  Which means we’ll 
soon have another detailed SEC-registered IPO Prospectus from a key supplier to enhance our 
knowledge of the lithium markets and FMC’s solid base to grow from.   
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I suggested at some point in the next few weeks and months, in advance of the IPO, one or more 
investment banks of stature on par or better than Morgan Stanley will publish a more accurate 
lithium supply, demand and pricing outlook.  Which could be a lithium equity catalyst to reverse 
the collateral damage we’re currently still suffering from. 
 
Goldman “Lithium is the New Gasoline” Sachs, is a logical candidate. They know and are bullish the 
space. They also have strong personal ties to the alumnus FMC Lithium CEO. Who happens to be a 
Brit. Running an American company. Like British-American Rock Band Fleetwood MaC 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Pure conjecture on my part…But you heard it here first…Perhaps, at some point, it will become: 
 

Second Hand News: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6Fdm3-dnr0 
 

I know you're hoping to find 
Someone who's gonna give you peace of mind 

When (lithium) times go bad when times go rough 
Won't you lay me down in the tall grass and let me do my stuff? 

 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6Fdm3-dnr0
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Updated Lithium Market Forecasts 
 
I end this issue with some extensive quoting and highlighting from Paul Graves’ FMC Lithium 
Presentation at the BMO Conference. Transcript and presentation available at FMC Website: 
 

http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=117919&p=irol-audioarchives 
 
Likewise, statements by Albemarle’s Luke Kissam’s at the recent JP Morgan Aviation, 
Transportation and Industrials Conference. 
 
Both FMC and ALB are forecasting 12% EV penetration by 2025. FMC says this will translate into 
1MT of LCE. ALB is saying it will translate into 800K LCE.  Why the difference?  Most probably 
presumed battery size. And ALB factors zero grid storage.  The truth is probably somewhere in the 
middle – 900K in 7 years, 4 times larger than today. 
 
FMC plans to nearly triple its lithium carbonate and hydroxide production CAPACITY from 22kmt to 
55-62kmt over the next 7 years, spending ~$600-700M in the process. For ~30-40K tons expansion, 
that’s $15-20K capital intensity per ton. Relatively high, actually. 
 

 
 
FMC believes hydroxide is the fastest growing segment of the lithium market and will account for 
~400K of their 1M LCE tons estimate. Which implies FMC Lithium hydroxide CAPACITY (and perhaps 
PRODUCTION) equating to ~15% market LiOH market share. 
 
 

http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=117919&p=irol-audioarchives
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Joe Lowry flags the importance of hydroxide in his lithium demand forecast as well: 
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FMC Lithium – Paul Graves, CEO 
 

BMO Metals & Mining Conference Florida, March 2018 
 
So, let me start with the conclusions. 
 

First, not all “lithium” is created equal. Producing lithium in the form and with the 
characteristics necessary to be processed into future lithium ion batteries, whether that 
is high-nickel content or even solid state, is perhaps the least analyzed and 
understood challenge amongst the industry watchers today. Simply increasing 
output of spodumene at the mine will ultimately not be enough to meet the customers’ 
needs.  
 
Second, the key focus of forecasting models today should be demand, not supply, 
as many analysts are underestimating the surge in demand for lithium that is coming in 
the next decade. The launch dates, the range and therefore implied battery pack 
size, and the battery technology all need to be considered in translating EV demand 
to lithium demand. The assumptions you make about vehicle penetration rates, battery 
types, and average range, plus how the battery technology race develops, are all 
important factors in assessing what EV demand means for lithium demand. And we 
understand that due to the competitive value inherent in some of these decisions, 
neither OEMs or battery producers share much this information externally. 
However, based on our conversations with our customers, FMC believes there is more 
variability to the demand side of the forecasting equation than there is to the supply 
forecasting.  
 

And third, when we DO look at the supply equation, it is critical to understand that 
nameplate capacity does NOT equal effective capacity, and effective capacity does 
NOT equal production. You only have to look at the data for 2017, where our industry 
was producing flat out and selling every kilo it could produce, to see that there is more 
to supply side models than just theoretical capacities. It is vital to understand this 
when building supply curves based on public announcements about targeted nameplate 
capacity… 
 

So let me start with FMC’s views on the first two points, demand and the nature of 
demand.  
 
Slide 4 is an illustration of a key trend that our industry is watching. It shows how some 
of the larger OEMs are developing their EV fleets based upon the cathode technology 
they expect to deploy. This data is drawn from public data in the first instance, but 
enhanced by our own conversations with the value chain of our customers, that is both 
OEMs and cathode material producers. What it shows is that as OEMs look to meet the 
range demands of both regulators and consumers they will increasingly need to migrate 
to batteries with higher energy density – highlighted by a shift of color from blue to red 
on this chart – and to do that they will likely be increasing the ratio of nickel to the 
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other inputs into the cathode. The reason this is important brings us back to a comment 
I made earlier; as this move takes place, it will no longer be possible to use 
carbonate in the manufacturing process of the highest nickel content batteries. 
While the intermediate step, that is NMC 622, can use either carbonate or hydroxide, 
FMC test data show that using hydroxide can significantly improve the performance 
of the cathode compared to using carbonate. But for 811, or NCA, which is also a 
higher nickel content, high energy density technology, producers will need to use lithium 
hydroxide in their processes. As an aside, this trend to higher energy-density batteries 
and longer-range vehicles has only been enhanced by recent changes to China subsidy 
structures, which were specifically designed to accelerate this trend in order to further 
accelerate consumer adoption of EVs in the China market.  
The next slide shows how we build up  
 
The next slide shows how we build up our own view as to EV penetration in each of 
2020 and 2025. Built model by model, and cross referenced to direct conversations 
with customers and auto makers, it builds to an implied penetration rate of sales of 
EVs to 12% by 2025. The sheer number of slices of these bars shows you that this is 
not based on the claims of any one manufacturer but is very broadly based. Some of 
the manufacturers referenced here have announced fleets that have more than 50 
individual models by 2025…FMC has, for many years, used this methodology and we 
have consistently seen that our forecasts have proved to be more conservative 
than aggressive.  
 
On the next slide, you can see the impact EVs will have on the lithium industry in the 
coming years. By combining the vehicle forecasts with the estimates of battery power 
included in each vehicle, we can estimate how much lithium will be needed. You can 
see that lithium for batteries for pure EVs represents a fraction of the market today, and 
remains well less than half of the demand in LCE terms by 2020; but by 2025 it 
represents over two thirds of demand for lithium, and growing. It is this growth that  
 
As I mentioned at the outset, it is the demand side of the story that investors should 
primarily focus on, rather than the supply side. And that analysis needs to go beyond 
simply measuring what total LCEs will be needed, but in what form. The same goes 
for the supply side analysis, so let me move onto that now. You can see with these 
yellow diamonds what we think effective supply side capacity will be in each year, and 
let me move onto that in more detail now.  
 
I am going to show you the cost curve for 2017, 2020 and 2025, per FMCs analysis. I 
will overlay our best estimate of the carbonate pricing today, ex-China spot. Our 
industry is plagued with what I might loosely call “false indicators”; perhaps the two 
biggest are the LCE myth, in that an LCE doesn’t actually exist and cannot be 
produced, sold or used; and the second is the idea that there is a spot market for 
carbonate that is driving commercial decisions in our industry. While we are not large 
players in the sale of carbonate, we are one of the world’s largest consumers of 
carbonate, and therefore monitor pricing very carefully. The prices publicized by our 
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competitors as their realized price, plus those quoted by independent market observers 
such as Benchmark Minerals, indicate a price range of between $11 and $14 for 
carbonate in most markets today. I accept that you see spot prices of carbonate in 
China that are higher, and more volatile, than this, but I would describe them as the by-
product of short-term, localized supply-demand imbalances, especially in spodumene 
conversion capabilities, and would confidently state that they are irrelevant for 
commercial contracting decisions or investment decisions, or indeed for forecasting the 
financial performance of FMC Lithium.  
 
We roll our estimates of supply forward to 2020 in the same way that we analyze 
demand – on a project by project basis, using public data, data from our own internal 
technical analyses and from discussions with our customers. FMC believes that the 
market conditions we see today will remain in place through 2020, leading to a pricing 
environment that is not materially different from today. Again, our discussions with 
our customers, and the contract terms we are entering into with them, suggests to us 
that we are not alone in this view. Finally, looking out to 2025, we see a market that is 
increasingly tight.  
 
You should not underestimate the challenges in bringing on new lithium carbonate 
capacity; almost without exception, new projects are delayed by years, not months; 
capital costs increase significantly; and final unit operating costs increase 
dramatically. We recognize that expanding existing capacity is less risky and more 
predictable, and therefore less likely to be significantly different than publicly 
represented, but there is just not enough capacity in all of these expansion 
projects to meet even the most cautious of demand projections. In our view, there 
is very little our industry can do between now and 2025 to move this supply 
curve, other than bring on supply that is uneconomic at current prices.  
 
I have heard many times the commodity-analysts favorite phrase, that rising demand 
creates increased supply; I would suggest that in our industry, at least in the next 
decade, we need to add rising prices to that formula if it is going to hold true.  
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Albemarle - Luther C. Kissam - Chairman, President & CEO 
 

JPMorgan Aviation, Transportation & Industrials Conference, March 13, 2018 
 
 
Today, as I stand here and as a leadership team, we are even more confident in this 
strategy today than we were a year ago. We're seeing an accelerated demand for our 
lithium products, driven by the increased expectations for electric vehicles. We're further 
along in our capital projects, which will bring our total capacity again to roughly 165,000 
metric tons of lithium capacity around 2021, with the vast majority of that volume 
already committed because -- I'd also like to point out on this that in 2021, our market 
share will stay roughly what it is as today, roughly 33%. So this is not a market 
share gain. This is to maintain a market share, not to capture more market share… 
 
…So let's delve a little bit deeper into the demand that we see for the battery markets. If 
you look, the battery markets really are, in energy storage, are the driver to all the 
growth behind lithium demand. The fastest-growing application, as you can see 
there, is in the transportation sector. Electric vehicle sales in 2017 were up 58% over 
2016. If you look at the proliferation of new models by practically every automobile 
producer. You've got pronouncements by several OEMs related to restrictions for 
internal combustion engine. You're seeing countries and states in the U.S. providing 
more and more incentives to drive toward electric vehicles, China being one of the 
largest ones. I was just looking at the phone before I walked in here standing in the hall, 
and VW had a significant announcement today where they've said they plan to produce 
3 million electric vehicles by 2025, I believe, is what it said. Scott, is that right? So 
(inaudible) I don't know the details, but again, another example of the world's largest 
automaker investing billions of dollars to move forward electric vehicle launches, which 
bodes quite, quite well for this business. 
 
If you look at consumer electronics, about a 8% growth. In any other market, you'd 
say 8%, pretty exciting growth. It's only by comparison with transportation that it 
becomes ho-hum, right? So when we look at that, I think Sony introduced the lithium-ion 
battery with camcorders back in '92. And if you look today, you're seeing increasing, 
increasing use of these consumer electronics. Every 6-year old in the world's got 
a phone with a battery in it. Everybody's got an iPad. If you go, and I challenge you to 
go, into a Lowes or a Home Depot, one of the first segments you're going to walk into, 
whether it's in power tools or whether it's in yard tools, is going to be the electrical. That 
is what people are buying that's jumping off the shelves, and we believe that 8% CAGR 
growth will continue through the '21, '25 kind of time frame. 
 
Finally, grid storage is in the very initial stages, is growing off a very small base. And 
we don't have a significant amount of volume, any really material to speak in any 
way in our demand model. But I will say, GE had a recent announcement about their 
focus in lithium and for grid storage. Siemens and AES have a joint venture. Fluence 
as it relates to grid storage. And I think maybe not within the next 5 years, but 
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over the next decade, 10 to 15 years, you're going to see a movement here in the 
lithium demand for that. 
 
So let's take a little bit deeper dive into our demand. There is an accelerating view of 
demand. We tried to be as thoughtful and comprehensive as we can. If you look at on 
the left, you can see those, all those dots represents an outlook, and you can see 
Albemarle is really about in the middle. Our model puts us from a demand standpoint 
about in the middle of what third parties are saying the demand will be. Now the only 
thing that I can guarantee you is every one of those estimates are wrong, right? If I can 
predict the future, I'd be in Vegas betting on the NCAA finals as opposed to here in the 
snow talking to you fine people.  
 
But I want you to understand the process that we've taken to try to come to our 
number, all right, because there's data behind it, and I want you to try to understand 
that today as we leave here. 
 
We believe lithium demand for consumer electronics in the industrial uses will generate 
the kind of steady growth that you see up there. We talked about 8% for consumer 
electronics, 3% to 4% in the greases, the ceramics and the glasses, which that's 
what it's been over the past. We certainly wouldn't expect to see any change. So really, 
our efforts have been focused on what it is EV demand going to be, because you 
can see, that's what's driving that number. Our definition of EV or BEV, so battery, 
electric, PHEV, plug-in hybrids, and we also separately estimate the volume for 
hybrids, micro hybrids, e-trucks and e-buses. You don't hear as much about that, 
but that's a piece of the number as well. They all show significant growth. And you can 
see there by 2025, we think transportation will be well over 50% of what the market 
demand is, which bodes well not only for demand, but for the producers who can hit 
the specification related to battery grade for these vehicles that are going to have 
10-year warranties and less. 
 
So when we look at the model, here's how we look at it. We take a bottoms-up 
approach and take hundreds of pieces of data point and inputs from internal and 
external experts. We talk to our customers. We look at the OEM announcements. 
We incorporate model projections, the number of cars, the size of the battery, what 
battery chemistry is being used, and we apply discount. And those discounts vary 
based upon the OEM, based upon the category that we're looking at. 
 
So if we look at 2025, here's how we come up with our number for 5 50. We take total 
light-duty vehicle sales, as projected by IHS and B3, and for those of you who aren't 
familiar with B3, that's out of Japan, of roughly 110 million vehicles in the sales for 
2025. We assume a lithium battery content of 0.85 kilograms per kilowatt hour in the 
cathode and 0.10 kilogram per kilowatt hour in the electrolyte of the battery, okay? So 
when you add those 2 together, it's about 0.95, right? 
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We have roughly 7.5 million BEVs, so pure battery-grade (inaudible), all right, with an 
average battery size of around 50 to 51 kilowatts per hour. We have roughly 6.2 
million plug-in hybrids with an average battery size of around 13-kilowatt per hour. 
We then look at hybrids and micro hybrids, and we assume about 50 million in 2025 
with an average of 0.6 kilograms per kilowatt hour. Then when we look at e-buses 
and e-trucks, we get a little less than 1 million at 96 kilowatts per hour, all right? And 
when you add all that up, you do the multiplication, you come to right at 550,000 
demand metric tons on an LCE basis. 
 
Now a lot -- some of the other outlooks, they may have a different vehicle count. They 
may have a different battery size. They may have a different amount of lithium in the 
battery. What we believe is when you look at what people are working on today, they're 
trying to get a longer travel time with the charge. That leads you to a larger battery 
size. They're also trying to get higher energy density in that battery. The energy 
density will come from the lithium, so it doesn't make sense to us that the average of 
lithium in the battery would decline. That's how we think about the model, that's what 
goes into our model, and that's how we come up with the 800,000 metric tons. And you 
really back into that, and that becomes a 12% penetration right, okay? Everybody 
focuses on the penetration rate, but essentially, that's what you solve for when you 
figure everything else out. And that's how we look at it, and I hope that brings some 
clarity on our numbers. 
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Disclaimer 

 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK 

Equity Advisors, LLC. I may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital 

raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, 

remuneration for services from those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective 

partners, directors, shareholders, and employees may hold stock, options or warrants in issuers 

mentioned herein and may make purchases and/or sales from time to time, subject, of course, 

to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. The information 

contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes 

an offer nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any securities. 
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